REINVENTING
RESPONSIBLE

NUTRITION

Nutraceutical is
the new intelligent food!
The term nutraceutical was originally defined by Dr. Stephen L. DeFelice, founder and
chairman of the Foundation of Innovation Medicine (FIM), Crawford, New Jersey. Later, its
meaning has been modified by Health Canada, which defines nutraceutical as a product
isolated or purified from foods and generally sold in medicinal forms. It is not usually
associated with food but demonstrated to have a physiological benefit and provide
protection against chronic diseases.
Nutraceuticals is expected to play a central role in preventative healthcare. The logic seems
simple: an ageing population gives rise to lifestyle-related diseases, whose impact can be

A NEW SCOPE

charge of their health and not wait for serious ailments to precipitate, leading to expensive
medications and hospitalisation. This new way of healthy eating is fueling an aggressive
growth of Nutraceuticals in India.
The nutraceuticals industry in India is one of the rapid growing markets in the Asia-Pacific
region. According to a recent report, the nutraceuticals industry in India is worth about $ 2.2
bn and is projected to grow at 20% to $ 6.1 bn by 2019-2020. Health n’ Us is all set to setting
standards in driving Responsible Nutrition in India.
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lessened by making healthier choices earlier in life. Nutraceuticals enable consumers to take
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Health n Us, Nutrition Institute and
Nutrition experts come together to
build a Responsible Nutrition Platform
Nutrition industry Experts and premier institutions
on nutrition came together to discuss the critical
and urgent need to increase awareness, education
and effective self-regulation among all nutrition
stakeholders.Taking responsible nutrition to
Consumers through trained supply chain stake
holders. Responsible Connects

Fuji’s AstaReal partners with
NUTRESSENT By EP News Bureau
Japanese company AstaReal, a subsidiary of Fuji
Chemical Group has entered a collaborative
partnership with Indian company Transcend
Nutressential International (NUTRESSENT), a
nutraceutical company focussed on wellness
through responsible nutrition. This partnership will
enable NUTRESSENT to focus on new formulations
and applications for natural Astaxanthin which
would be exclusive property of NUTRESSENT.

AstaReal and NUTRESSENT
enter into partnership to develop
new innovations
“Our partnership with AstaReal is a significant start
milestone for NUTRESSENT which will promote
wellness through preventive healthcare under the
HealthnUs brand. With this partnership we will be able
to cater to latent demands for effective nutraceuticals.
Japanese technology, know-how and trainings will
enable us to deliver to a high-quality product in India.”
VP Roy,
Chairman, NUTRESSENT,
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Nutraceuticals market may grow
to $10 billion by 2022
The aging population estimated to reach $ 1
billion by 2020 in both developed and
developing countries, said the report brought out
today by MRSS India for industry body
Assocham.
"Nutraceuticals are poised to provide holistic
solutions to the younger burgeoning Indian
middle class to keep chronic ailments at bay and
also address the rising incidence of lifestyle
diseases, including cardio-vascular ailments,
diabetes, obesity and various forms of allergies.
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Indian Nutraceuticals
Market May Grow To
$10 Billion By 2022
The growth in nutraceuticals - food and
drinks which have potential health
benefits - is seen largely driven by the
modern days consumer lifestyle that is
impacted by faster pace of life, taking a
toll on health and wellness.

AHMEDABAD, FEB 12

India’s nutraceutical industry set to
double to $4 bn by 2020: DMMA
India's nutraceutical industry is set to double in size to Rs 26,764 crore
(approx USD 4 billion) by 2020 as rapid surge in the demand for dietary
supplements from the upper and middle class will drive the growth for
the industry over the next five years, noted the drug industry leaders.
The country currently, is witness to a spate of changes in lifestyles and
rise in lifestyle diseases like Diabetes, blood pressure, obesity,
cardio-vascular problems among others, which has increased the
demand for supplements to nutrition among the upper and middle class
“In such a scenario, nutraceutical intake is growing in popularity as
consumers are looking for products to boost energy and enhance
physical perseverance, mental sharpness and to become more dynamic
and conscious. Dietary supplements in the form of tablets, capsules,
powders, liquids, soft caps and soft gels are available”, said Vikram
Chandwani, General Secretary, DMMA.

CERTIFIED & RECOGNISED

Health ‘N Us is a preventive healthcare
company that leverages power of
Responsible Relations in navigating its vast
human asset connects through Responsible
preventive health transformation journey.
The tools deployed in Responsible

ABOUT US

are `Clinically studied nutrition products,
Medical devices and Artificial intelligence
based health apps in partnership with
best-in-class global research leaders aimed
at elevating the healthcare quotient of
the country.

nutressent

Preventive Health transformation journey

nutressent

OUR PRODUCTS

We advocate and promote responsible
nutrition - and want to ensure that the entire
supply chain promotes and uses nutrition
responsibly
A mark of quality - is what we provide - and
innovate and collaborate with global leaders
to bring the latest products and technologies

OUR PHILOSOPHY
WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

to nutrition
Prevention is the way to good health is our
belief. We want to promote a healthy and a
conscious India, responsibly

“To be universally recognized
as pioneers in responsible
nutrition products that
leverage advanced
multi-disciplinary science in
the field of nutrition and
nutraceuticals”

OUR VISION

To develop innovative, responsible
nutrition products that address a wide
range of health-related needs
Development of futuristic nutrition
technology based on nutrigenomics
coupled with artificial intelligence
Shaping the future of nutrition through

OUR MISSION

highest levels of customization

Partnership First
Work collaboratively with partners/
stakeholders and earn their trust and
confidence
Responsible Action

OUR VALUES

Pioneering Spirit
Be innovative at every stage of product and
market development
Passion for Probity
Adhere to the highest levels of
transparency and ethical business practices

nutressent

Being a Responsible Nutrition House, we
strive to generate demand, drive growth
and build business, responsibly

Business leader & strategic thinker, having 3
decades of active participation in international
Chairman

trade & export-import businesses. Mr. Roy has

Mr. VP Roy

spent more than 15 years in the natural health
supplements, food ingredients &
nutraceuticals industry as well. He is an
exemplary team motivator and a great
administrator.

OUR PEOPLE
MANAGEMENT AND PROMOTERS

Mr. Roy and his team, share the honourable
credit of an Indian innovator of Lycopene that
made international waves! He has taken
Lycopene to newer heights by merging his
venture with EID Parry’s.

Managing Director

Mr. Nitin Sinha

Nitin is a PUMBA postgraduate with
graduation in Mathematics from St. Xavier’s.
A serial entrepreneur with across industry
experience and has success stories and
learnings in each venture of his. Nitin brings
to the table 10 years of rich multi business
experience from various fields like,
Constructions & Infrastructure, SEBI listed
Stock Exchange Brokerage, Cold Storage &
Food Processing and Direct Sales &
Marketing with National-Scale Networking.
His intra-industry learnings and experience is
sure to benefit Nutressent in picking up best
practices from multiple industries.

Director Technical and R&D,

Mr. Amit Srivastava

After several successful ventures in the global
arena for over a decade, Amit moved to India
with passion to drive nutraceuticals in India.
He has been driving business development of
nutraceuticals for Dr. Reddy’s Labs and is also
an ideator-advisor to world’s first plug and
play Nutraceutical Industry Park in Vizag, a
government of India initiative - AMTZ.IN
(Andhra Medical Tech Zone).
Amit is a dedicated Responsible Nutraceutical
evangelist and has been one of the celebrated
industry speakers at Nutrition Summit, Indian
Probiotic Conference, and Indian
Pharmacological Association. He is also the
spokesman to Shanghai TV and CNTV 9,
where his knowledgeable interviews are
highly appreciated in hospital based nutrition
services. In addition to this, Amit has been
contributing to the industry through his
subject specific articles at Pharma Pulse
(Indian Express), and Food Navigator. With
Health n’ Us, Amit is all set to bring the edge in
scientific research and deliver healthier and
more sustainable outcomes.

Director

Mr. Gaurav Rathi

Gaurav is a young entrepreneur from a
reputable business family in Maharashtra. He
comes with a sharp vision and understanding

Director Corporate Advisory Council

Mr. Keshav D Hodavdekar

Mr. Hodavdekar comes with rich experience
and expertise in banking and allied industries
for over 38 years. He is an Ex-CGM of IDBI

of Finances and Acquisitions with an overall

Bank Ltd. He headed the United Western Bank

rich business experience of 15 years. He is also

Ltd. as the Chairman of the bank and has also

one of the leading names in Land and

membered various government bodies, like,

Development projects across Maharashtra.

CDR.

Quite a known name globally, Dr. Villas
comes with more than 10 years of academic
research and teaching experience, in
institutes like, National Chemical Laboratory,
India; Johns Hopkins University and
National Institutes of Health in USA. He has
Scientific advisory board

Dr. Villas Shrihatti

dedicated 25 years to industrial research
and technology experience in companies
like, Dai-Ichi, Hindustan Unilever, Colgate
Palmolive, General Electric, Godrej
Consumer products, Marico Limited and
Birla Research and Life Sciences.
During these years he established

OUR PEOPLE
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE ADVISORY BOARD

technology centres and competencies,
sate-of-the-art laboratories &
manufacturing facilities, global sourcing
strategies, lead-strategy development
teams, green teams to reduce carbon foot
prints and launched various consumer
products from concept to
commercialisation.

Scientific advisory board

Dr. Dinesh Kumar

Dr. Dinesh is a senior deputy director,
senior scientist and head of the
department of Pharmacology and

Scientific advisory board

Ms. Naaznin Hussain

Naaznin is a leading nutritionist in Mumbai
and also the President of Indian Dietetic
Association (West). She has been appointed as

Toxicology at India’s prestigious

the nutrition advisor to Indian Navy, Andhra

nutrition institute - National Institute of

Medical Tech Zone, and Andhra Government’s

Nutrition. Dr. Dinesh is a panel member

Public Nutrition Planning. She also advises

of FSSAI and is also enlisted in the expert

major pharmaceutical and Nutrition

panel committee of Clinical Trials in

Companies in the field of nutrition. Naaznin is

India. He has credit in over 12

a public speaker in the field of nutrition and

international publications as well.

contributes to wellness through multiple
projects that she has volunteered to drive in
India. She also is an Associate Professor of
Nutrition and Dietetics at SNDT and Mumbai
University.

Senior Corporate Advisor

Mr. Kuldeep Wayase

Mr. Wayase comes with more than 28 years of
experience in various fields, including
packaging & engineering goods, and a decade

Senior Corporate Advisor

Mr. Ashok Kamble

Mr. Kamble comes with an overall
experience of 38 years in banking, finance
and corporate business. He was the Senior

in nutraceuticals. He has been the ex. Head

Vice President (Legal) of Reliance ARC, a

Sales & Marketing (International & Domestic

group company of Reliance Capitals. He

Sales) Nutraceuticals Division EID Parry (India)

has served IDBI & IDBI Bank Ltd for more

Ltd. With proven competence in handling

than 23 years. Presently, he is running a

supply chain, commercial & compliances,

legal corporate advisory firm, with offices

international marketing and no mention, he is

in Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai and

an adept expert in collaborating cross

Vijayawada.

functional resources.

Promoter

Mr. Satyam Roy

Satyam holds a MBA degree from SCMHRD
and is working on projects with an Ivy League
Consulting Group - Capgemini. He brings in

Promoter

Mr. Shikesh Jha

Shikesh comes with 25 years of rich
experience in taxation & corporate laws. He
has a postgraduate degree in Economics and

excellent business knowledge gained at

has LLB degree from the Indian University. He

Capgemini and deploys at Nutressent.

is a member of the advisory board of various
corporate and government agencies. He
operates widely in UP, Bihar and Jharkhand
with significant presence in Delhi-NCR and
Maharashtra.

Promoter

Mr. Amit Sinha

Amit is a B Tech with wide business experience
of 8 years. He has proven his ability in sales &
marketing, courier & logistics and building &
land developments in various states like,
Maharashtra, Jharkhand, UP and Bihar.

WINDLAS
Windlas Biotech Pvt. Ltd.
Dehradun

OUR PARTNERS
COLLABORATIONS AND PARTNERSHIPS

Windlas Biotech is a globally operating
company with USFDA and WHO GMP approved
pharmaceutical and Nutraceutical
manufacturing facility, with revenues escalating
Rs. 350 crores. Windlas is investing in time and
infrastructure resources as collaborative R&D
and knowledge partner with Transcend
Nutressentials International Limited to churn out
world-class products for Indian and
international markets.

Fuji Chemicals – ASTAREAL

OUR PARTNERS
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

For the first time, Astareal-Fuji Chemicals, Japan
enters a collaborative partnership in India with
Transcend Nutressentials International Limited, to
collaboratively develop high-end applications of
their research ingredient for the Indian market.
The collaboration enables Astareal to access
Indian market by building the science through
Transcend Nutressentials International Limited.
This collaboration will also entitle training and
education of our team members in the field of
Reactive Oxidative Stress Scavenging. Under this
collaboration, Transcend Nutressential
International Ltd. will be rolling out 5-6 disruptive
product applications, catering to various health
needs for the first time in the country.

DUPONT

DUPONT Nutrition and Health USA

National Institute of Nutrition

Transcend Nutressential International Limited
is all set to lead and own the space of
Prebiotics, Probiotics, Postbiotics and
Symbiotics in India. To realise this leadership
drive, Transcend Nutressentials International
Limited has gone into Collaborative
Knowledge Partnership with DuPont USA to
develop Proprietary Probiotic Formulations
that is clinically tested worldwide. Transcend
Nutressentials International Limited is
launching India’s first proprietary formulation,
an outcome of this collaboration.

National Institute of Nutrition is the Academia
Partner of Nutressent. N.I.N. will train our
members and issue certificate to the
participants on completion of the training.

Swedish South Asian Network on
Fermented Foods
SESNA in association with LUND University,
Sweden is Nutressent's Academia Partner.

Well connected destination
with seamless connectivity
Railway Station Seawoods Darave – 0 km
10-Lane Sion-Panvel Express Highway – 3 kms
Belapur CBD – 4.5 kms
Proposed International Airport – 9.8 kms
Mumbai-Pune Expresss Highway – 13.8 kms
Proposed Trans Harbour Link – 16 kms
Jawaharlal Nehru Port (JNPT) – 20 kms
Close to NH3, NH4, NH17

OUR
LOCATION

Corporate Office
606-7 F Wing, Tower II
Seawoods Grand Central
L&T Tower Seawoods
Mumbai 400706

New Airport
JNPT

Overseas Address:
583, Orchard Road,
# 09-01 Forum,
Singapore
5th Floor, CLMC Building,
# 259, EDSA,
Wack Wack Greenhills East,
Mandaluyong City 1554,
Philippines

OUR
ADDRESS

Corporate Address
India Corporate Address
606-7 F Wing, Tower II
Seawoods Grand Central L&T
Tower Seawoods,
Mumbai 400706
Registered Address
406, Shopping Square -2,
Sushant Golf City, Lucknow,
Uttar Pradesh 226030

3900 City Avenue
Madison, Suite 1206
Philadelphia, PA 19131
United States

Customer Care Number +91 120 4057 058 | www.healthnus.com

